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Our Shared Mission
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We're all in this together. 
 

All the "us vs. them", fear-based 
decisions, scarcity mindset that has our global community

racked with war, starvation, oppression, addiction, and abuse
stems from the generations upon generations of compound, 

complex trauma stored in our bodies.
 

We have the power and the resources to end it all and step
into a new era of peace, harmony, and collaboration 

leading to massive life-saving advancements in 
sustainability, healing, technology, and world-wide success.

 
Let's catalyze this new paradigm shift together.

 
 



Andrea is known across the globe as the 
leading Premium Complex Trauma and 
Neurological Breakthrough Specialist, 
catapulting the Influential Metaphysically 
Elite into a space of pure ecstasy, self-love, 
ingenious, creativity, and wholeness.

With her combination of her extensive 
specialized education, professional and 
personal experience, exploration of healing 
rituals from around the world,  and mentorship
under diverse healing giants, Andrea works every 
aspect of her client's mind and body wellbeing. 

Andrea's rapid and long-last results are a product of artfully blending a mosaic of 
techniques from body movement, somatic release, integration, psychedelic integration,
breathwork, and much more experienced in intensive settings and 1 on 1, couples, partners,
and family international retreats. 

Andrea collaborates with experts around the world to create truly bespoke and 
transformational experience. She is a truly maverick entrepreneur in the mental wellness,
spiritual growth, health, and trauma healing fields leading a revolution of global healing. 

About Andrea

Key areas of expertise: 
Complex, Compound, and Generational Trauma Resolution

Transformation
Neurobiological Optimization

Teen and Adult Healing and Personal Growth
Overcoming Addiction to Substances and Food
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As seen on
Victim to Victor
Rainbows Rising
Fire in the Belly
Cold Turkey
The Light Inside
Master your M.E.N.T.A.L
Food Experience Unplugged
God Yay or Noay
Compassionate Educators

"Andrea was such a knowledgeable guest. If you want an in depth conversation on
mental health, trauma, and psychedelics, she is perfect." 

"Andrea was an amazing guest, and a wealth of knowledge about overcoming trauma
and building healthy habits. It was a pleasure having her on the show!"

"Andrea was such a joy to chat with about the topic of complex trauma. She brought so
many helpful and valuable tips to the table to understand and navigate this topic. It
was also a pleasure to hear more about her personal and professional experiences.
Such as eye-opening conversation!"
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Business HIstory

Andrea Hanson LCMHC LLC was originally opened in 2018 as a mental health private 
practice. As Andrea began to heavily feel the restraints of the mental health industry
holding her back from having the greatest impact she could with her clients and in the
world, she opened Andrea Hanson LLC as a coaching business. 

She continues to operate her private practice and Symbios, a ketamine assisted
breakthrough clinic in Utah under her therapy business and operates Lifestyle
Prescriptions, a DIY neural optimization system, Radically Free Me, a 6 week course,
Catalyst, two hour virtual breakthroughs, and Solace, international one on one or small
group psychedelic-assisted healing  retreats under her coaching business. 

Business Goals
Andrea's key goal is to heal global complex, compound, and generational trauma.
Through working exclusively with the influential metaphysically elite, she is creating
the most potent ripple effect possible to create the change we need in the world.

Another near and dear goal of Andrea's is to revolutionize the mental health industry, 
particularly the teen treatment industry. The next step in her business will be to open
a complete new type of treatment center that will heal entire families together without
the institutionalization, traumatization, and attachment trauma current treatment
centers create. 

Andrea is committed to being to being on the cutting edge of wellness. 
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